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Wine For Dummies (Cooking)For Dummies, 2006
Wine enthusiasts and novices, raise your glasses! The #1 wine book has been extensively updated! If you’re a connoisseur, Wine For Dummies, Fourth Edition will get you up to speed on what’s in and show you how to take your hobby to the next level. If you’re new to the world of wine, it will clue you in on what...
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Home Networking Technologies and Standards (Artech House Telecommunications Library)Artech House Publishers, 2003
Covering the vast majority of current and emerging home networking technologies, standards, and trends, this practical resource offers a comprehensive understanding of this developing area. Home Networking Technologies and Standards presents an “end-to-end reference architecture,” in which the main residential services are...
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Frommer's Athens and the Greek Islands (Complete Guide)Frommers, 2016

	The recent economic crisis in Greece has, paradoxically enough, created better conditions for tourism. The Greeks are painfully aware that tourism is their best-functioning remaining industry. They value the visitor as never before, treat them with a warmth and courtesy that exceeds what you'll find in other parts of Europe. And more...
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Nonlinear Dynamics in Geosciences (Aegean Conferences)Springer, 2007


	From June 12-16, 2006 over eighty scientists from around the world gathered in

	Rhodes, Greece to attend the conference “20 Years of Nonlinear Dynamics in

	Geosciences”. The editors of this book organized the conference. It was sponsored

	by Aegean Conferences and was endorsed by the American Meteorological Society

	and...
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Mobile Networks and Management: First International ConferenceSpringer, 2010

	The First International ICST Conference on Mobile Networks and Management (MONAMI) was held in Athens, Greece during October 13–14, 2009, hosted by the National Technical University of Athens. Through what we hope will be a long-lasting series of events, this new international conference aims at bringing together top researchers,...
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PartisanHarperCollins, 1945

	I am deeply grateful to Second Lieutenant Denvir for giving me

	the opportunity to write this book, and for his patient and

	good-natured submission to a cross-examination lasting many

	weeks. My thanks are due also to Mrs Denvir, whose

	hospitality made this cross-examination so much easier for all of

	us, and to Major-General HK...
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Artificial Intelligence Applications and Innovations: 3rd IFIP Conference on Artificial Intelligence Applications and InnovationsSpringer, 2006
Artificial Intelligence applications build on a rich and proven theoretical background to provide solutions to a wide range of real life problems. The ever expanding abundance of information and computing power enables researchers and users to tackle higly interesting issues for the first time, such as applications providing personalized access and...
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The Facts on File Calculus Handbook (The Facts on File Science Handbooks)Facts on File, 2003
Over the past 25 years or so, the typical college calculus textbook has grown from a modest 350-page book to a huge volume of some 1,200 pages, with thousands of exercises, special topics, interviews with career mathematicians, 10 or more appendixes, and much, much more. But as the old adage goes, more is not always better. The enormous size and...
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Athens, Attica and the Megarid: An Archaeological Guide (Experiences of Archaeology)Routledge, 2001


	The idea for this guidebook arose from a sojourn of several years in Greece.

	During this period it became clear from visits to many sites that, in spite of

	the large number of tourist guides dealing with Greece (especially with Athens,

	Attica and the Megarid), there was no guide which really filled the need for

	reliable...
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Bingsop's Fables: Little Morals for Big BusinessHarvard Business School, 2011

	For more than twenty years, Stanley Bing has peerlessly explained corporate culture and strategy with wit and insight. Now he brings us this engaging and instructive book of white-collar fables that have charmed generations of businesspeople since Greece was glorious and Rome was grand, brilliant gems of wisdom flowing from the pen of the...
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Security in RFID and Sensor Networks (Wireless Networks and Mobile Communications)Auerbach Publications, 2009
Interest in Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) recently exploded globally in both industry and academia, but security is one of the key issues standing in the way of broad deployment of RFID and WSN systems. Broken down into easily navigable parts, this cutting-edge book offers a comprehensive discussion on...
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